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WISE
WEEK 1

BIG IDEA
Wisdom comes from God.

BIBLE
Solomon Gets Wisdom: 1 Kings 3:1-

13; (Proverbs 1:7)

LARGE GROUP TIME

LARGE GROUP TIME

LARGE GROUP TIME

WHAT?

WHAT?

WHAT?

MUSIC | Not the Same

INSTRUCTIONS: Play "Not The Same" by North Point InsideOut (this
video). Encourage the kids to sing along

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=7MXhwgFuFPU&feature=youtu.be

 QUESTION | What is Wisdom?

What do you think wisdom is? Wisdom is combining knowledge and
experience to produce good judgment and action!

Why do we need wisdom? Wisdom allows us to navigate through tricky
situations and make better decisions!

Who are some people you think are wise? How do you know? We can
learn about people who made wise decisions in the Bible, and learn from the

https://youtu.be/7MXhwgFuFPU
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people in our lives who make wise decisions.
SPECIAL NEEDS HACK: Have a list of words that are synonyms of

wisdom and another list for antonyms or unrelated words. Go through
each word and gather words that are synonyms of the word "wisdom". Ask
the student to deQne the word wisdom after talking about these related
words. 

THE BIG IDEA | Wisdom comes from God.

INSTRUCTIONS: Tell the kids to clap their hands, stomp their feet, make a
trumpet noise, or drumroll before announcing the Big Idea for the week!

Today's Big Idea is. . . Wisdom comes from God!
Where do we get wisdom? Just like with the gummy bear activity, all we

have to do is ask! We can ask God to give us wisdom because  wisdom
comes from God!

SO WHAT?

SO WHAT?

SO WHAT?

 VIDEO | Wise, Episode 1

INSTRUCTIONS: Play this week's teaching video.
Link:

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/buvvp91mxnytniv/AAD6SZ9TNpiBlu9wQWuiPhO5a/Elementary/Teaching%20Videos?
dl=0&preview=Week1_Wise_Elementary_GrowKids.mp4&subfolder_nav_tracking=1

 SCRIPTURE | Solomon Gets Wisdom

INSTRUCTIONS: Look up 1 Kings 3:1-13 and read it aloud.
PRETEEN HACK: Ask kids a warm-up question: If you were in Solomon's

shoes and could ask God for anything, what would it be? 

https://stuffyoucanuse.gathercontent.com/item/growcurriculum.org/ElementaryTeachingVideosV3
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Who was the king before Solomon?
Even though he had every reason to rely on the wisdom of his father,

Solomon decided to lean on the wisdom of God.
Why do you think Solomon asked God for wisdom? He could have

anything he asked for. Anything! Can you imagine if God asked you what
you want most? What would it be?

Of all the things he could have, Solomon asked for wisdom. Solomon
knew one important thing: wisdom comes from God! Why do you think God
gave Solomon more than he asked for?

POLL | Would You Rather?

INSTRUCTIONS: Introduce the main idea of the story by providing the kids
with one or more "Would You Rather" questions. Designate one side of the
room as "A" and another as "B." Have kids physically move to these areas in
response to the questions.

Would you rather be covered in A) scales or B) fur?
Would you rather A) live on pizza for the rest of your life or B) never be

hungry again?
Would you rather have to A) sing everything you say or B) dance

everywhere you go?
Would you rather A) have wisdom or B) be able to see the future? With

the gift of wisdom, we do not need to see the future. We can trust God will
lead us to make the right decisions for what's happening in our lives right
now.

PRETEEN HACK: Let older kids have some fun by writing their own
"Would You Rather" questions and sharing them with the group. 

 VIDEO | The Wisdom of Solomon

INSTRUCTIONS Show this vide that reviews today's story.
Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

https://youtu.be/hmDTuYEGmW0
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v=hmDTuYEGmW0&feature=youtu.be

SCRIPTURE | Proverbs 1:7

Solomon did get that wisdom from God. He gathered many of the wise
things he learned and collected them. . . we can read it in the Bible in the
book of Proverbs! Let's see one of the things he had to say about wisdom
itself.

INSTRUCTIONS: Read the passage aloud and encourage the kids to read
along with you.

What do you think it means to fear the Lord?
Why would someone despise wisdom and knowledge?
How can we learn to choose wisdom over anything else?

NOW WHAT?

NOW WHAT?

NOW WHAT?

 PRAYER

God, we love You and we know wisdom can only come from You. We
pray and ask You to bless us with wisdom, and to know what the best
possible action is in all of the situations we may face. We know You will
help us make good decisions and we thank You for how You care for us
and guide us.

 REFLECTION | Wise Sayings

Let's look at some wise sayings taught by someone named Aesop from
long ago.

INSTRUCTIONS: Share two or three of Aesop's fables and their
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corresponding morals  (select your favorites fromthis list).
Which story and moral are your favorite?
Do these stories tell us anything about wisdom?
These are indeed wise life lessons. But true wisdom involves taking the

things you know and putting it into practice, which can be diNcult
sometimes! That's why we need to ask God for wisdom, like Solomon did.

 MEMORY VERSE | Memory Train

INSTRUCTIONS: Write out or project the memory verse for your kids to
see (you could use the graphics provided in your Programming folder). Then
line the kids up in a line (a train) and have the Qrst kid say the Qrst word of the
memory verse. The second kid has to say the Qrst word and the second word,
and so on. (Pro tip: Try to position your younger children near the front so
they won't have as many words to recite.) See if the group can do this without
looking at the verse!

SMALL GROUP TIME

SMALL GROUP TIME

SMALL GROUP TIME

 DISCUSSION

Why was God so pleased with what Solomon asked for?
How does the Bible tell us we gain wisdom?
What did God give Solomon in addition to his original request?
Read Proverbs 1:7. Think of some of the toughest decisions you've had

to make. How would wisdom from God have helped you in that situation?
In what area of your life do you think you need more wisdom?
Is it harder or easier to make a wise choice in a tough situation?
How can we apply our Big Idea, "Wisdom comes from God," when

making decisions?

http://www.aesopfables.com/aesopsel.html
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 MEMORY VERSE | James 1:5 (NIV)

INSTRUCTIONS: Introduce kids to this month’s memory verse


